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ABSTRACT

In this paper we give a protocol for public key sharing and encryption and
decryption of plaintext using semiring action problem which is a generalization of
discrete logarithmic problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION S

Data that can be read and understood without any special measures is called plaintext
or cleartext. The method of disguising plaintext in such a way as to hide its substance is called
encryption. Encrypting plaintext results in unreadable gibberish called ciphertext. You use
encryption to ensure that the information is hidden from anyone for whom it is not intended,
even those who can see the encrypted data. The process of reverting ciphertext to its original
plaintext is called decryption. Cryptography is the science of using mathematics to encrypt
and decrypt data. Cryptography enables you to store sensitive information or transmit it across
insecure networks (like the Internet) so that it cannot be read by anyone, except the intended
recipient.

In public-key encryption systems each entity A has a public key e and a
corresponding private key d . In secure systems, the task of computing d given e is
computationally infeasible. The public key defines an encryption transformation eE , while the

private key defines the associated decryption transformation dD . Any entity B wishing to
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send a message m to A obtains an authentic copy of sA' public key e, uses the encryption
transformation to obtain the ciphertext )(mEc e , and transmits c to A . To decrypt c , A

applies the decryption transformation to obtain the original message ).(cDm d
The public key need not be kept secret, and in fact, may be widely available; only its

authenticity is required to guarantee that A is indeed the only party who knows the
corresponding private key. A primary advantage of such systems is that providing authentic
public keys is generally easier than distributing secret keys securely, as required in symmetric
key systems.

Public-key encryption schemes are typically substantially slower than symmetric-key
encryption algorithms. For this reason, public-key encryption is most commonly used in
practice for the transport of keys subsequently used for bulk data encryption by symmetric
algorithms and other applications including data integrity and authentication, and for
encrypting small data items such as credit card numbers and PINs. Public-key decryption may
also provide authentication - guarantees in entity authentication and authenticated key
establishment protocols.

The primary objective of an adversary who wishes to attack a public-key encryption
scheme is to systematically recover plaintext from ciphertext intended for some other entity
A . If this is achieved, the encryption scheme is informally said to have been broken. A more
ambitious objective is key recovery to recover sA' private key. If this is achieved, the
encryption scheme is informally said to have been completely broken since the adversary then
has the ability to decrypt all ciphertext sent to A .

Semirings generalize the notion of non-commutative rings in the sense that negative
elements do not have to exist. Finite semirings and matrices over them can be applied in public
key cryptography to construct interesting commutative semigroup actions XXG  given
by gxxg ),( .This means that they are efficiently computable through the orbit maps

XXGG  defined by ,gxg  which are hard to invert in general. They provide a
frame work for natural generalizations of discrete logarithmic based cryptosystems. In this
case the semigroup action is taken to be the exponentiation, HH ),(Zn given by

xax ),(a in the cyclic group ),( H of order n .
In paper5 the authors generalize the DLP as a semiring action problem by defining an

action by a semiring on a semimodule over a semiring.

In this paper we further generalize the DLP as a semiring action problem when we use
the action of a semiring on a multiplicative monoid. The semiring under consideration is taken
as an exponential semiring which resembles the logarithmic process. We introduce the notion
of exponential semiring that replaces the logarithmic function used in DLP. We have provided
protocols for public key sharing that is Diffie Hellman key exchange and the protocol for
encrypting and decrypting the plain text which are hard to attack.
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2. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we recall basic definitions that are required for our work.

Definition 2.1.1 Group Action Let ),( G be a group and X a set. Then a group action of G
on X is a map from XXG : with xaxa ),( , such that for all ,,, XxGba 
(i) xxe 
(ii) .)()( xbaxba 
Next we define the stabilizer of an element Xx with an action from a group G on X .
Definition 2.2.1 Let G be group acting on a set X and let Xx . Then the set

 ,/ xxgGgGx  which is a subgroup of G is called the stabilizer subgroup of x in

G .
Definition 2.3.1 Let G be a group acting on a set X , and let Xx . Then the set

 ,/ GgxgGx  is called the orbit of x inG .

Definition 2.4.2 (DLP) Let g be a primitive root for pF and let h be a nonzero element of

pF . The discrete logarithm problem is the problem of finding an exponent

x such that ).(mod phg x  This number x is called the discrete logarithm of h to the base

g and is denoted by ).(log hg

Definition 2.5. 4 (Semigroup Action Problem) Given a semigroup G acting on a set S and
elements Sx and Gxy , find Gg  such that .ygx 
Definition 2.6. 3 A semiring is a nonempty set R on which operations of addition and
multiplication has been defined such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) ),( R is a commutative monoid with identity element 0.

(2) ),( R is a monoid with identity element .1R

(3) Multiplication distributes over addition from either side.
(4) 000 rr  for all .Rr
(5) 01  .

Example 2.7. Let 1n be an integer and let .10  ni Set  1,,2,1,0),(  ninB  .

Define an operation  on ),( inB as, if ),(, inBba  then


 


otherwisec

nbaifba
ba

1

where c is a unique element of ),( inB satisfying, .1),mod(  nciinbac

Define an operation  on ),( inB as, if ),(, inBba  then


 


otherwisec

nabifab
ba

1

where c is a unique element of ),( inB satisfying, .1),mod(  nciinabc
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Definition 2.8.5 (Semiring Action Problem): Given a semiring 21 SSA  acting on a left

semimodule 21 MMM  and elements ),( 21 Mnnn  and )(),(
121 nS Arrr  or

)(
2 nS A , find ),( 21 Aqqq  such that rqnS )(

1
 or rqnS )(

2


3. SEMIRING ACTIONS FOR PUBLICKEY CRYPTOGRAPHY

In this section, we introduce the notion of exponential semiring and apply the same
for public key sharing. We present protocols for key sharing and encryption of message.
Definition 3.1. Exponential Semiring Let ),,( S be a semiring. Let B be the multiplicative

semigroup of ).},0{\( S Define a binary operation BSBE : by sbsbE ),( for all

Bb and Ss satisfying the following conditions:

(1) 111 )( sss bddb 
(2) 2121 )( ssss bb 

(3) 1121 . ssss bbb 

(4) bb 1

Then ),( BS is called an exponential semiring.

Example 3.2.
(1) Consider a semiring )0,5(BS  with operation + and  defined by the following caley
tables.

+ 0 1 2 3 4 . 0 1 2 3 4
0 0 1 2 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 2 3 4 0 1 0 1 2 3 4

2 2 3 4 0 1 2 0 2 4 1 3

3 3 4 0 1 2 3 0 3 1 4 2

4 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 4 3 4 1

Let  4,3,2,1B be the multiplicative semigroup ).},0{\( S Define the action of S over

B by the mapping BSBE : given by sasaE ),(
where Ba and Ss . Then ),( BS forms an exponential semiring.

(2) Consider the semiring ),},0{(  RS . }0/{  rSrR be the multiplicative

semigroup of S . Then ),( RS forms an exponential semiring under usual addition and
multiplication.

Similarly ),( QS , ),( ZS are exponential semirings.
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In the semiring action problem, dealt in4 the authors have used the action of semiring
on a semi module to exchange the keys. Here, we generalize the Diffie Hellman procedure
using exponential semiring on a multiplicative monoid to share the key. Further, we use the
action of a semiring on the additive monoid to encrypt the given plain text. The encrypted text
will be shared by Alice to Bob. Bob will decrypt the message using the additive inverse of the
common key to decrypt the message. The common key belongs to a sub semiring which
possess both additive and multiplicative inverse.

Protocol for key sharing:

 Let S be an exponential semiring.
 Let B be a sub semigroup of ).},0{\( S
 Choose an element Bx . This x is a public key.

 Consider the function BSBE : defined by, axxaE ),( where Sa and Bx .

 Now Alice chooses her private key Sa . She computes ax . She sends ax to Bob.

 Bob chooses his private key, Sb . He computes bx . He sends bx to Alice.

 Alice computes abx )( and Bob computes bax )( .

 If abx )( = bax )( , then it is said that they have exchanged their private keys and their

common key is k = abx )( = bax )( which will be used to encrypt a given plaintext.

Define a mapping 10,),(:  niinBS such that )(k has additive inverse, .Sk

Protocol for Encryption:
Let A be the set of alphabets of any language. Consider the plain text p . Let pA is

set of alphabets in p .

 Define ),(: inBAE p  such that jxE )( where j represents the order of x in A .

Thus we have obtained the encoded message .m
 The encoded character j is encrypted as )(kj  where k is the common key. In this

way each alphabet of p is encrypted to obtain the ciphertext c .

 Alice sends c to Bob.
 Bob decrypts each character of c by adding the additive inverse of )(k to obtain the

characters in the encoded message m .
 Bob decodes the message by applying the function pp AARD )(: to obtain the

corresponding alphabet of the plain text p .
In the above protocol for encryption we have used the additive action of the semiring

),( inB on the alphabet set pA .
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4. ILLUSTRATION

In this section we illustrate the protocol by an example. We consider the set A of
upper case English alphabets and blank space.

Key Sharing:

 Let )0,27(BS  be a semiring.

 Let 26}.25,23,22,20,19,17,16,14,13,11,10,08,07,05,04,{01,02,B;  B is a

multiplicative sub semigroup of S .
 Let .20 Bx 
 Alice Chooses her private key as, Sa  21 . She calculate .0820 21 ax She sends

08 to Bob.
 Bob chooses his private key as, Sb 15 He calculate .172015 bx He sends 17 to

Alice.

 Common key .260817.)()( 1521 Bkxxk bbab 

Protocol for encryption:

Let A be set of upper case English alphabets.
Let the plain text be HELLO.

}.,,,{ OLEHAp 

 Define ),(: inBAE p  by jxE )( where j represents the order of x in A .

.15)(;12)(;05)(;08)(  OELEEEHE The encoded  message is 0805121215.

 The encoded character j is encrypted as )(kj  . Here encrypted characters are,
08 + 26 = 07
05 + 26 = 04
12 + 26 = 11
12 + 26 = 11
15 + 26 = 14

Hence the cipher text c is 0704111114.
 Alice sends c to Bob.
 Bob decrypts each character of c by adding additive inverse of )(k . Decrypted

characters are,
07 + 01 = 08
04 + 01 = 05
11 + 01 = 12
11 + 01 = 12
14 + 01 = 15
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Decrypted message is 0805121215.
 Bob decodes the message by using the function pp AARD )(: as follows: D(08) = H;

D(05) = E; D(12) = L; D(12) = L; D(15) = O:
Hence the Plain text is HELLO.

Attack: For the key Bk  we find the orbit of k in S. If the size of the orbit is small it is very
difficult to hack the message.

In the above example the value of n depends on the number of alphabets in the
language chosen and i vary from 0 to 1n . Both Alice and Bob alone will know the language
chosen and the corresponding i. Thus it becomes very hard for the Eve's dropper to hack the
message.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have studied the Diffie Hellman procedure for public key sharing
using semiring action on a monoid or on a sub semiring. In future we apply the semiring action
to discuss other protocols and to improve the efficiency of secured message transmission.
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